22nd Century Cell Phone

Idea: Double Sided Touch Screen Cell Phone/Laptop

- The phone is approximately as large as a normal phone used today, but slightly lighter. If it were much smaller or lighter it would be easily lost or feel flimsy and cheap.
- Microscopic earpiece gets inserted into ear. Can stay there permanently.
- Acts as speaker and microphone. User never has to put the phone up to their ear, but if it is more comfortable, they can turn the earpiece off and hold the phone up to their ear.
- The earpiece never has to be taken out because the user can’t notice it’s there. It can stay there forever, or it can be taken out easily with an earpiece removal tool (included).
- User has three ways to interact with the phone:
  - 1) User can use the phone as a touch screen.
  - 2) User can communicate with the phone via voice commands.
  - 3) User can communicate with the phone via telepathy. The user can think of commands and the phone will perform them. Note that while communicating with the phone via telepathy, no key presses are necessary and any action can be performed virtually instantly.
- The phone unfolds into an ultra thin laptop with almost infinite processing power and battery life that lasts for weeks. Again, telepathy can be used, the user can touch the laptop screen, and a touch based keyboard can be used if necessary. Otherwise the space normally reserved for the keyboard can be used as a second display.
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